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Abstract

The article discusses an experiment that looked into the acquisition of collocational knowledge in three university groups studying online, each subjected to different learning conditions: incidental acquisition, intentional acquisition, and intentional acquisition with an extra productive output (essay), the latter having been assessed for the amount and accuracy of target lexis usage in their texts. The aim of the study was to see how well upper-intermediate university students could identify collocations in an input text, and how the text-based output affected the collocational uptake outcomes. The study showed that the productive output group outperformed the other intentional learning group, while incidental acquisition group failed to complete a productive knowledge posttest. Although the study revealed only slightly higher gains in the output group, their results appeared more consistent than those demonstrated by the other intentional uptake group, whose retention rate decreased by the time of delayed posttest.
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Acquisition of Formulaic Language

It is obvious to both teachers and learners of a foreign language that the mastery of L2 vocabulary is impossible without solid command of formulaic language, therefore the importance of acquiring vocabulary in chunks and attending to the collocability of lexical units has been a cornerstone of the communicative approach to L2 teaching.

Formulaic sequences or multi-word units are split into several categories, which traditionally include idioms, commonplace quotations, phrasal verbs, and collocations. Fernandez and Schmitt (2015) suggest the following definition of collocation: ‘the tendency of two or more words to co-occur in discourse’ (p. 95). Collocation is approached differently by phraseology and corpus linguistics, the former viewing it as a combination of words with a different degree of fixedness, whereas the latter identifies collocations based on statistical calculation and frequency of the co-occurrence of the elements of a collocation (Adamcova, 2020). Thus, although originally collocation was viewed by Firth (1968) as a purely textual phenomenon, later corpus linguists who adhere to ‘neo-Firthian’ tradition have given the notion a psychological interpretation. Sinclair (1991, p. 110), for example, sees collocation as ‘a number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices, even though they might appear to be analyzable into segments available to the speaker’. For Ellis (2003) collocation is a linguistic phenomenon associated with chunking, viewed as a common learning mechanism. Hoey’s (2012, p. 1) lexical priming theory views collocation as ‘the product of drawing upon a mental store of lexical combinations’. Regardless of the approach taken, collocation is universally defined as a set sequence of words, which – if altered – deprives linguistic output of fluency and idiomaticity.

Literature Review

Previously understudied in phraseology, lately the concept of collocation has been gaining popularity (Adamcova, 2020), and discussion as for the acquisition of formulaic knowledge by language learners has been held by methodologists and linguists alongside traditional research into vocabulary uptake. Despite a growing number of publications looking into the subject, there still seem to be more questions than answers once it comes to the specificity of acquiring formulaic knowledge depending on the source of such vocabulary, the acquisition of collocations from
professional input materials in the academic setting, the difference in the learning gains depending on the mode of learning (intentional vs incidental), the factors which impact the efficiency of the uptake, etc.

Although the communicative theory of second language acquisition emphasizes learning vocabulary in chunks or collocations to promote speaking fluency and idiomaticity, in a way similar to a child acquiring their first language, formulaic sequences remain notoriously difficult for learners, especially in productive use (Snoder, 2017). In his *Lexical Approach*, Michael Lewis (1999) cites the ability to ‘chunk’ language as ‘a central element of language teaching’ (p.vi), similarly, Nick Ellis (2003) maintains that chunking is a basic associative learning process and a ubiquitous feature of human memory. Lewis (2000) foregrounds the skill of noticing collocations in input texts, however other studies argue that it does not seem to yield enhanced learning outcomes (Boers & Lindstromberg, 2012). The scholars also question Lewis’s overreliance on learners’ ability to identify and learn collocations on their own (Boers & Lindstromberg, 2009). Alison Wray (2002) argues that adult L2 learners are bound to resort to an essentially non-formulaic approach to language learning. Their analytic treatment of the language, largely caused by their ability to write in a language, gets them to perceive individual words as separate entities. This in its turn leads to the commonplace way of second language acquisition in vocabulary and grammar mode, which can hardly be changed.

A number of studies into factors behind the efficiency of the formulaic language acquisition have been conducted by Norbert Schmitt and his colleagues. Fernandez and Schmitt (2015, p.100) maintain there is a tendency of ‘higher frequency leading to a greater chance of learning phrasal verbs to a productive degree of mastery’. Garnier and Schmitt (2016) view corpus frequency as the main predictor of knowledge of phrasals, while the rest of pre-requisites including a student’s year of studies, their immersion in L2 environment, and semantic opacity of the phrasal are dismissed. These results are in line with the research conducted by Ellis et al. (2008), which showed that processing of formulaic language in non-native speakers is frequency sensitive, while native speakers are attuned to MI (mutual information, or the degree of the formula fixedness).
As for collocations, González Fernández and Schmitt (2015) found only a relatively weak link between frequency of occurrence in input materials and their productive knowledge, and concluded that frequency cannot be used as the major predictor of collocation learning. This correlates with Durrant’s (2014) analysis of nineteen collocation studies, which found that frequency was only modestly responsible for the collocation uptake. According to Gonzalez and Schmitt (2015), the success in mastering formulaic sequences is more dependent on the amount of meaningful language use and informal exposure to the target language that engages learners in everyday communicative situations (reading, watching TV or films, social networking, etc.). The results are supported by the study done by Macis and Schmitt (2017), which suggests the importance of students’ engagement for learning gains, and Schmitt, who points out that ‘students’ motivation and attitude matter, as even the best materials are no good if students don’t engage with them’, and that ‘there is an effect of students’ strategic behavior [...] where one’s self-regulation of learning leads to more involvement with and use of vocabulary learning strategies, which in turn leads to a better mastery of their use’ (Schmitt, 2008, p. 338).

The hypothesis of involvement importance has been supported by the research conducted by Reuterskiöld and Van Lancker Sidtis (2012), who explored comprehension and retention of L1 idioms by 9–14-year-old girls from a single spoken exposure in a natural interactive context. High rates of the accurate recognition and comprehension of the target idioms suggest a special relationship that formulaic expressions have to linguistic and social context, ‘since the meaning of an idiom as a holistic unit is more strongly linked to the non-linguistic context than to the meaning of the individual linguistic components’ (Reuterskiöld & Van Lancker Sidtis, 2012, p.16). It might be concluded that learners subjected to greater amounts of meaningful interaction will likely learn more formulaic sequences, as formulas can be viewed as ‘consolidation of a specific, concrete explicit memory’, which later become ‘more schematic linguistic constructions’ integrated into the system by implicit learning during subsequent input processing (Ellis, 2005, p. 320). The above findings are in line with Laufer and Hulstijn’s (2001) hypothesis that draws attention to the need for vocabulary activities to promote depth of processing, by demanding learner involvement.
Meanwhile, an important limitation pointed out by Schmitt and Macis (2012) is that most L2 collocation studies to date have mainly focused on collocations with literal meanings, not figurative formulaic sequences. Therefore, it is still an open question to what degree the previous findings about frequency also apply to figurative collocations.

As for the results of intentional vocabulary uptake comparable with our experiment it is worth quoting Paul Pauwels (2018), who cites the outcomes of a number of experiments into intentional word acquisition, according to which the retention rate varies from about 25% on passive recall to about 52% of target lexis on passive recognition (Laufer & Rozovski-Roitblat, 2011), to the retention rates of over 70% in the research by Laufer and Fitzpatrick into intentional (word list) learning (Laufer 2005; Fitzpatrick et al., 2008). The limitations of the above studies in respect to our experiment is that primarily all of them targeted single words rather than collocations, and secondly final posttests to check the amount of retention were administered in various formats and over different time spans from the moment of initial lexis introduction.

A study into incidental vocabulary retention was conducted by Nguyen and Boers (2018), who discuss the outcomes of content-focused activities in the input-output-input sequence based on a video recording serving as an input text. According to the experiment results, which featured incidental vocabulary uptake, the summary group demonstrated twice better retention rates compared to comparison group (44.44% vs 22.22%) or 8 out of 18 target words vs 4 words. It should be noted though that the above retention rates have been demonstrated in single word learning procedures. The authors observe that although the difference between intentional and incidental learning is not always straightforward, the former can be emphasized by an explicit task given to the students to use the vocabulary presented in some practical activities of their own.

When it comes to the intentional learning of collocations, some previous research has proved its effectiveness (Peters, 2014, 2016), but relatively little is known about the outcomes of incidental acquisition of L2 collocations, with a number of factors viewed as essential predictors of collocational knowledge by some studies and dismissed as such by others (Garnier & Schmitt, 2016). Ana Pellicer-Sanchez (2017)
looked into the incidental acquisition of collocational knowledge from reading input. The research demonstrated that collocational knowledge is gained at a similar rate to the form and meaning of individual words. Incidental uptake of formulaic sequences from audio-visual input was in the focus of attention of Eva Puimege and Elke Peters (2019), who revealed a positive relationship between learners’ prior vocabulary knowledge and the learning gains, while the strongest predictor of learning the form of formulaic sequences was established to be the pre-knowledge of the meaning of such formulas. At the same time, according to scholars (Pellicer-Sanchez, 2017; Szudarski, 2017), research into incidental uptake of L2 collocations is still relatively scarce, and the limited empirical evidence available now leaves a lot of questions unanswered as for the factors affecting their incidental acquisition.

The present study draws on Laufer and Hulstijn’s hypothesis of task-induced involvement (or involvement load hypothesis) (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001), which suggests three components of engagement that act as predictors of vocabulary uptake from a text—need, search, and evaluation. Both groups subjected to the experiment felt either an artificially created need (when learners had to find collocations in the article stimulated by their first translation task), or actual need of students (when they had to find collocations they would want to use in their essays); the tasks also prompted the learners to search for the vocabulary pieces in the input article to fill in the lexical lacunae they detected when trying to express their ideas; Group 2 students supposedly also had to evaluate the accuracy of their essays against the input text (Nguyen & Boers, 2018). Thus, the objective of this paper is primarily to assess the efficiency of collocational uptake by university students in two instances of intentional acquisition, which at the same time differ in the nature of their need component, and one of the groups being subjected to the evaluation element of the involvement load triad. It also aims to examine how additional productive output influenced the learning outcomes; and analyse what factors may have affected the target vocabulary uptake. A sub-aim of the study is to see how well upper-intermediate university students can identify collocations in an input text, and to assess the accuracy of the actual usage of the target lexis in Group 2 students’ written output.

Our study is different from the available research in the following aspects: the object of study (we compare two ways of intentional acquisition of collocations in the
academic setting and look into the outcomes of collocation retention (productive form recall) after two weeks from the date of the initial encounter, and then after a month from the date of the first posttest); assessing the actual accuracy of the target lexis usage in the students’ written output; the mode of learning, as the experiment occurred under the online mode of instruction due to the covid-19 pandemic. Initially it was also planned to compare the scope of collocational uptake in intentional vs incidental acquisition groups, in the course of the experiment though this part had to be cancelled.

Method

All the classes described below were conducted via Zoom application during the covid-19 lockdown in the spring of 2020. The tasks featured in the experiment in Groups 1 and 2 were part of their regular studies plan, while Group 3 students were asked to volunteer to participate in the study. Groups 1 and 2 are first-year students at the Faculties of History and Philosophy, who have a B1+/B2 level of English. After they completed the posttests, Group 2 students were informed about the intention to use quotations from their essays and results of their tests for the purpose of writing this article, without disclosing any of their names, to which they gave their oral consent. Group 3 are third-year students at the Faculty of Philosophy at B1+/B2 taking an English for Specific Purposes (ESP) course. Group 3 learners participated in the experiment on a voluntary basis in extracurricular online sessions and were aware of the fact that their participation would not affect their semester score.

A quantitative method was employed to calculate the number of lexical items used in the written output and later recalled in posttests. A qualitative method was applied to analyze the accuracy of the learners’ productive output.

Participants

Group 1 consisted of 14 students altogether, while Group 2 of 15; and Group 3 of 18; the total of 29 students took part in the experiment (6 of Group 1; 12 of Group 2; 11 of Group 3), which equals the number of students who sent in their essays and wrote posttests, with female students prevailing (5/6 in Group 1; 7/12 in Group 2, 8/11 in Group 3).
Group 1

Group 1 students wrote an essay on the prospects of higher education under new circumstances, and over the following week they were given feedback on the essays via email. The subject was selected due to its topicality at the time of conducting the experiment to enhance the students’ involvement with the task and provide them with an opportunity of meaningful engagement with L2 in their classroom activities. In the next class they read an article on the same subject and were asked to find the collocations that could have been useful for them in writing the essay. The text was a part of the article *Is online learning the future of education?*, which had been abridged for the purpose of classroom usage. Then the students compared the lists of their collocations and did some gap fill exercises. Because the group had initially been planned for incidental uptake experiment, the learners were neither asked explicitly to memorize the lexis, nor warned of the forthcoming test. After two weeks they were offered a translation task based on the detected collocations. The sentences did not offer any necessities for translation transformations and could be translated into L2 mostly keeping the L1 grammar structures, the focus there was on identifying the target lexical items. Only 6 students out of the group’s 14 completed the task, with absolute majority of the target collocations unidentified.

Initially, it had been planned to conduct a second posttest in this group a month later but after the first test it became clear the initial plan would not make sense, as the students seemed quite reluctant to participate and the test outcomes turned out rather poor.

The study therefore concentrated on revealing the difference in the learning gains between Group 2 and Group 3 subjected to intentional mode of acquisition. The groups were different in their *need* component: an actual need of Group 2 students which arose in the course of their essay writing, and an artificially created need of Group 3 stimulated by the initial test they were offered. The experiment also aimed at examining the impact that the additional productive output (essay writing) had on the learning outcomes in Group 2, which gave the group an extra opportunity of the target lexis *evaluation*.

1 [https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/09/is-online-learning-the-future-of-education](https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/09/is-online-learning-the-future-of-education)
Group 2

Twelve students out of the group’s 15 participated in the study. In the first class the learners were offered the same article as Group 1, in which they had to identify collocations. After their suggestions had been put forward, the whole group discussed various kinds of formulaic language, and the students were offered a final list of the target collocations. As homework the learners were asked to write a 250-300 word essay on the online prospects of higher education. They had to use as many target collocations as they could in their essays. Thirteen students sent in their essays, although just 11 used at least one target lexical item, and one essay was a copy-paste from the internet. The author of this text was not included into the final results analysis. Over the course of the next two weeks the essays were received from the group and feedback was sent to them on the accuracy of their collocational usage. In the class following the essay submission deadline, the students took a module test assessing their target lexis recall through offering them sentences in Ukrainian containing target collocations which they had to translate into English. The test was similar to the one offered to Group 1 and did not call for any complex translation solutions. The test addressed the learners’ productive form recall of the target lexis. The students had been warned about the test; therefore, their mode of learning was intentional. The second posttest was conducted after about a month from the date of the first posttest. It aimed to see change in the amount of recall. The second (delayed) posttest was done in a list-format with target collocations given in Ukrainian and a task to render them into English. The translation format was chosen deliberately to streamline the learners’ recall task without supplying them with any L2 cues, like initial letters of target collocations. The items in posttest 2 were listed in a sequence different from the sentence-based posttest 1.

Group 3

Eleven third year students out of the group’s 18 volunteered to participate in the experiment. In the initial stage the learners were asked to do a translation test, which was sent to them by email. The test, the same as the one given to Groups 1 and 2, consisted of sentences in Ukrainian which called for the target collocations to be used in their English translation. This stage was supposed to have the learners feel the lacunae in their vocabulary stock and create an artificial need for the lexis they might be missing.
The only target expressions the learners came up with were “in (the) face of” (4 students) and “achieve an aim” (3 students). After that, in a zoom session, they had to find the target collocations in the offered article, which turned out quite easy for them to do. They were asked to memorize the target vocabulary in any way that they usually do, and after 14 days from visiting the article the students were asked to do a list based posttest where they were given the target phrases in Ukrainian and they had to reproduce their meaning in English. They took another identical posttest a month from the first one, with the items given in a different sequence. Ten students out of the eleven who had initially agreed to participate in the study did the test at home and sent their results by email. Because the learners were explicitly asked to memorize the target vocabulary and were aware of the test dates, their mode of learning was intentional.

Results

The main aim of our experiment was to research and assess the perception, internalization, and application of collocations by B1+/B2 ESP students of a Ukrainian university. First-year students took part in the experiment as part of their English language syllabus, while third-year students participated in the experiment on a good will basis. A sub-aim of the study was evaluating upper-intermediate learners' skill of identifying L2 collocations in an input text.

Group 2 and Group 3 turned out to have different recall rates per collocation. Whereas Group 3's delayed posttest top recalled units were dire need, in face of, and prospective students (recalled by 90-100% of students), Group 2's top recalled was prospective students (92%), followed by in face of, tertiary education, and achieve an aim (75%). The item least recalled in the delayed posttest by both groups was make great strides (recalled by only 34% of Group 2 as a full unit with the right adjective, and only by one student in Group 3, who recalled its form as ‘make a great strides’). The final learning gains in Group 2 appear to have no direct relation to the usage rate of a corresponding collocation in the learners' essays (difference in the recall rate vs usage rate can amount to 40% in the case of in face of), while the final results of Group 2 and 3 generally are more consistent with the uptake both groups demonstrated in their first posttest (the recall rate stays on average within 10% fluctuation between the posttests).
At the same time, the gains demonstrated by Group 3 are characterized by extreme values, unlike those of Group 2: two items (dire need, in face of) were recalled by all Group 3 students, while the least remembered item by just 10% of the students vs 92% and 34% rate respectively for Group 2. Table 1 summarizes the results demonstrated by the students in the conducted tests and the written output.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collocation</th>
<th>Group 2 times recalled (used)/total Sts</th>
<th>Group 3 times recalled /total Sts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Essay</td>
<td>Posttest 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dire need</td>
<td>50% (6/12)</td>
<td>75% (9/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In face of</td>
<td>34% (4/12)</td>
<td>75% (9/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary education</td>
<td>84% (10/12)</td>
<td>67% (8/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make good on</td>
<td>17% (2/12)</td>
<td>50% (6/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve an aim</td>
<td>42% (5/12)</td>
<td>75% (9/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospective students</td>
<td>58% (7/12)</td>
<td>67% (8/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional classroom features</td>
<td>50% (6/12)</td>
<td>34% (4/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make strides</td>
<td>75% (9/12)</td>
<td>75% (9/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Make) great strides*</td>
<td>67% (8/12)</td>
<td>67% (8/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurmountable obstacle</td>
<td>42% (5/12)</td>
<td>34% (4/12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Due to frequent usage of ‘make strides’ instead of ‘make great strides’ it was decided to split this idiom into two for final analysis, as both forms of the idiom are defined as correct by dictionaries.

**Results are calculated for the ten students who participated in the second posttest, not the eleven students who had initially participated in the experiment.

***The collocation form was recalled as “make a great strides”.

A more detailed target collocations usage in the students’ written output is displayed in Table 2. On average the learners managed to integrate over a half of the vocabulary into their essays (5.3 collocations out of 10). The most frequently encountered vocabulary items were tertiary education used by 11 out of the 12 students (92%) and make great strides by 10 out of 12 (84%), the least popular lexical item was make good on
used by only 2 learners (17%). The expressions which featured on top of the usage list were also those used mostly incorrectly: make great strides and make good on.

**Table 2**

*Target collocation usage in written output by Group 2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocabulary aspects</th>
<th>Written Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students who used at least one expression</td>
<td>11/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The average number of expressions used per students</td>
<td>5.3/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly incorrectly</td>
<td>make great strides (2/9);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in the face of (1/4);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>make good on (1/2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The highest scored student</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The least scored student</td>
<td>3/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The most frequently used</td>
<td>tertiary education (11/12);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>make great strides (10/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The least used</td>
<td>make good on (2/12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of target vocabulary by student is represented in Table 3.

**Table 3**

*Target Vocabulary Usage/ Recall by Student*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Essay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average:</td>
<td>5.34/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* *face* stands for “in (the) face of”; **aim** = “achieve an aim”

Group 2 on average used 5.34/10 collocations in their essays, demonstrated the average recall rate of 5.67/10 expressions in the earlier posttest, and 5.92/10 recall in the last posttest. The learner gains in the delayed posttest do not seem to correlate with the amount of the target vocabulary in the essay, e.g. the student who did not come up with any target vocabulary items in their essay still managed to remember 4 target
items, which was even higher than the result in the first test. While the students who used maximum vocabulary (9 and 10 items) managed to recall 6 expressions. Meanwhile, the recall rate of Group 3 fell from 6.36 from the first to 5.5/10 in the second posttest.

**Discussion**

One of the aims of our study was to see how effectively upper-intermediate university students can identify collocations in an input text. It was observed that both Group 1 and Group 2, asked to identify collocations in the input text without any extra prompts, tended to go for phrasal verbs rather than verb/ adjective + noun constructions. This confirms Boers and Lindstromberg’s (2009) doubts about the learners’ ability to identify collocations on their own, and a notorious vagueness of the definition of ‘collocation’ for English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners.

Initially, it had been planned to conduct the experiment in three groups, with one of them subjected to incidental acquisition. In this group (Group 1) only 6 students out of 14 completed the online test (sentences in Ukrainian featuring the target collocations to be translated into English), which followed the classroom discussion of the target vocabulary. In absolute majority of cases the target collocations failed to be identified. It could seem that the two collocations which were unfamiliar to the students - ‘make great strides’ and ‘make good on’ - would have attracted their attention and required extra mental effort to retain, which may have resulted in higher retention rates. However, it was not the case – the items were recalled by only two learners. The most popular collocation turned out to be ‘achieve an aim’ which was recalled by 5 students out of 6, the next was ‘in (the) face of’ – 3 times, and ‘tertiary education’ (2 times) – all the rest of students stuck to the old favorites like ‘higher’ or ‘(high’) education. ‘Prospective students’ were forgotten in favor of ‘future’ or ‘students to be’, ‘classroom’ in favor of ‘learning’, ‘insurmountable obstacle’ was replaced by ‘unbeatable’. Due to the learners’ reluctance and poor results the second part of the experiment in their group had to be cancelled, while the few results obtained in the first test turned the incidental uptake research into unrepresentative.

Another objective of the study was to assess the accuracy of the target lexis usage in the students’ written output: eleven students out of Group 2’s 13 used at least
one target collocation in their essays, the most popular being ‘tertiary education’ and ‘make (great) strides in’, which could be explained by the relevance of this vocabulary for the subject of the essay, and the students’ desire to practice the collocation that was new to them. Other popular expressions included: ‘in dire need’, ‘prospective students’, ‘traditional classroom features’, ‘in (the) face of’. The least used multi-word unit turned out to be the collocation ‘make good on’ which had most probably been unknown to the learners before they read the article and which the context did not readily call for. The expressions used mostly incorrectly were ‘make great strides’ and ‘make good on’, which was quite foreseeable as they were unfamiliar to the students, and their idiomatic component turned their correct use into a challenge, as well as ‘in the face of’, a close equivalent of the learners’ L1 idiom, which had seemed unlikely to pose difficulties.

Sample incorrect usage of target collocations can be found in the following extracts from the learners’ essays:

- “people have made great strides in advances in technology”: pleonasm, as the collocation means ‘advances’;
- “in the face of almost two months of self-isolation, we need to improve methods...”: it sounds like these two months will come in future, although in fact they had been over at the moment of essay writing. The author most probably meant “based on”;
- “a large number of self-study tasks [...], making good on which is also a difficult challenge”: the student obviously confused the meaning of the collocation with ‘performing well on a task’.

Another frequently misused item was ‘traditional classroom features’, in which classroom – despite explicit discussion in the lesson - was not viewed as a metonymy, a synonym to ‘learning’, but in its more familiar meaning of ‘premises where studying occurs’: “Traditional classroom education features form social skills” or in: “traditional features of seminars and classrooms”, where ‘classroom’ is wrongly used as a synonym for ‘a lecture’.

In the first posttest in Group 2 one of the worst remembered items turned out to be ‘make good on’ – recalled by only 50% of the students, which was only surpassed by ‘insurmountable obstacle’ and ‘traditional classroom features’ (34% recall rate each).
The former posed problems recalling the correct adjective, while in the latter ‘classroom’ was commonly replaced by ‘educational’ features, which corresponds to the adjective with the same meaning in the learners’ L1. The most well remembered items were ‘dire need’, ‘in face of’, ‘achieve an aim’, ‘make strides’ with 75% retention rate each. At the same time, there was no direct correlation between these recall rates and the usage of the items in the students’ essays: it ranged from 34% (‘in face of’) to 75% (‘make strides’).

The Group 2 immediate and delayed posttests showed different learning gains for different items: two items were recalled by 75% of the learners in both tests; four items increased recall rate in the second posttest; and other four decreased, including ‘make great strides’ and ‘make good on’. The overall recall rate in Group 2 slightly increased – from 5.67 to 5.92 items. The most well remembered item was ‘prospective student’ (92%), although it had not been frequently used in the essays (58%), ‘dire need’, ‘in face of’, ‘achieve an aim’, ‘tertiary education’ all showed consistently high recall rates in both Group 2 posttests. Something unexpected was the idiom ‘make great strides in’ which was one of the students’ top used expressions in essay writing, had a high recall rate in the first posttest, but after a month was retained by only half of the group, with only four students able to recall its full form with the adjective ‘great’. Incidentally, the idiom was among the worst recalled for Group 3 as well. The only student who was close to the reproduction of its form came up with ‘make a great strides’, other two remembered ‘make strides’ with the right adjective missing. The other three collocations with 75% recall rate in the first posttest showed approximately the same retention rates after a month.

As for the impact of the written output on the final learning outcomes, unlike the results demonstrated by the single word recall experiment by Nguyen and Boers (2018), where the output group demonstrated a twice better learning rate, the present study Group 2 subjected to written output did not come up with radically better results compared to Group 3, who did not write essays: nearly 6 items out of ten remembered by Group 2 in the delayed posttest, vs 5.5 items recalled by Group 3. Meanwhile, there is no consistent correlation between the recall rate of certain items by the Group 2 students in the delayed posttest and their usage in the essays. In other words, although ‘in face of’ was among the least used items (34%), it then was recalled
by 75% of the learners in the delayed posttest, or ‘make strides’ used by 75% of the learners in their essays and later recalled by only half of the group. A more or less consistent result however is demonstrated here by the unfamiliar ‘make good on’ – the lowest usage in the essays (17%) and one of the lowest recall rates (42%) in the delayed posttest, testifying to the importance of the prior (at least passive) awareness of the meaning and the form of the collocation.

Against this background it is worth looking at the results of the no-output Group 3: although their final score was only slightly lower than Group 2’s (Group 2’s 5.92 vs Group 3’s 5.5), in fact it dropped from 6.36 in their first posttest: while three learners managed to come up in the delayed posttest with the same results as in the first one, the rest of the students performed worse, forgetting from one to three expressions in the course of four weeks. Unlike Group 3, Group 2 demonstrated a tendency to improving their gains. It could be therefore assumed that in a longer perspective Group 3’s recall rate might continue decreasing, while Group 2’s prospects appear more hopeful. The learning outcomes attested in this research (55-59% of the target lexis retained in productive recall) are somewhat higher than the results cited in Pauwels (2018) for single words recall rate. Generally, it could be concluded that although the written output did not seem to dramatically increase the group’s recall rate, it is still likely to have benefitted retention in a long-term perspective. These findings may suggest a higher effectiveness of the actual need, which motivated the Group 2 students to find collocations they would like to use in texts of their own, combined with the evaluation component, compared to the artificial need, when learners had to find collocations in the article stimulated by their first translation task.

The items best remembered by the groups 2 and 3 were ‘in face of’ (75% and 100% recall respectively), and ‘prospective students’ (92% and 90%), which could be explained by the closeness of the form and meaning of the collocation to corresponding lexical items in learners’ L1. These observations are in contrast with the fact that the Group 3 learners were rather poor at recalling the collocation ‘achieve an aim’, equivalent to their L1 phrase, whose meaning the learners had definitely known prior to the experiment. The reason behind it could be the students’ awareness of other synonyms of the verb ‘to achieve’, e.g. to reach a goal which rather did
learners a disservice in this case. Similarly to Group 2, the worst recalled items were ‘make great strides in’ and ‘make good on’, whose form and meaning had been unfamiliar to the learners before the test. Overall, the results of the present research correlate with the findings attested by the research by Puimege and Peters (2020), which suggested that the learners’ pre-knowledge of the meaning of formulaic sentences was the strongest predictor of their learning gains.

The experiment revealed unexpected psychological implications connected with the unconventional online mode of instruction. First-year students of the Faculty of Philosophy appeared quite reluctant to participate in the research; as a result, the initial plan of the study had to be altered accordingly. Under normal conditions of study, before the lockdown set in, the learners had acted responsively in class, so the change in our rapport came as a surprise. At the same time, the other two groups took an active part in the experiment, although for the third-year group the participation was conducted on a good will basis.

Limitations

As any classroom-based experiment, the present study has temporal limitations. Learners’ recall rate can only be assessed over a certain time span, which correlates with a course duration. This makes it impossible to attest the students’ longer-term learning gains, unless the teacher is lucky enough to teach the same group over longer spans of time. So, in the case of this experiment, it remains a question how durable the attested results are, if with time the learners’ uptake will turn into receptive recognition, or the learners will manage to keep the items in productive usage. It is also impossible to analyse with a large degree of objectivity the amount of learners’ productive use of the target lexis, as the teacher fails to hear 100% of the students’ spoken output even in the regular classroom, not to mention online classroom chat rooms or the learners’ engagement with L2 outside of the classroom. Therefore, only productive form recall could be attested more or less objectively.

Another limitation is related to the mode of conducting the study. Because all the posttests had to be run online, it was impossible to see how diligent the learners were while doing them.
Conclusions

The productive collocational competence is crucial for English language learners to become fluent and instrumental in their use of L2 in various contexts, including the academic environment. The implications of the present study for the classroom indicate that the most challenging type of collocations are those which have nothing in common - form or meaning - with the students’ L1 and that the most effective way of acquiring the collocational form-meaning link is intentional learning with the possibility of using the target items in a productive output. EFL and ESP university syllabuses should accommodate activities aimed at explicit teaching and further revisiting of collocational vocabulary in communicative classes, which traditionally favor meaning-oriented tasks instead of intentional memorizing of vocabulary lists. Another indispensable condition of internalizing collocations is regular recycling, which should feature in corresponding lesson planning and appears feasible in university context, which offers regular L2 instruction in groups with consistent participants.

The experiment was conducted under the online mode of learning, new for the ESP university environment, which calls for further investigation of effective strategies applicable under such studying conditions, given a major shift to online learning due to the current circumstances.
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